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The laptop suddently and abruptly shut down while watching a video file. » » All times are UTC - 8 hours Who is online Users browsing this
forum: No registered users and 3 guests You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your
posts in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum Search for: Jump to:. But the BIOS
battery is good for about 3~4 years, depending on use. Most laptops have three, one being the main power battery. Have noted some
replacement E89382 motherboards listed from a search. It doesn't even turn on any LED's when plugged in, so I doubt it's something as 'high
level' as the BIOS. At the moment my suspicions lie on the charging control circuits and the mosfets nearby, still, it would be great to have a proper
schematic or layout to know what I'm doing The laptop suddenly and abruptly shut down while watching a video file. The logo on them should be
a white or silver color. This is a laptop motherboard, I'm trying to fix it and some schematics would be great The laptop is a Medion Akoya
P6648, it doesn't turn on at all so I can't get any BIOS id string. I dissasembled the thing and I think this text that I found on hannstar j mv 4 94v 0
e89382 schematics board should identify it but I haven't found any schematics: HannStar J MV-4 E89382 94V-0 C15B Main Board REV: 2.

The Mother Board
This is a laptop motherboard, I'm trying to fix it and some schematics would be great The laptop is a Medion Akoya P6648, it doesn't turn on at
all so I can't get any BIOS id string. I dissasembled the thing and I think this text that I found on the board should identify it but I haven't found any
schematics: HannStar J MV-4 E89382 94V-0 C15B Main Board REV: 2. Medion Akoya P6648, it doesn't turn on at all.. When was the last
time the BIOS battery was changed? Most laptops have three, one being the main power battery. But there also is a 'sleep' battery that keeps the
OS in memory when not active. That battery may be a rechargeable type, not needing replacement. But the BIOS battery is good for about 3~4
years, depending on use. The real-time clock may stop if the BIOS battery is dead. And many systems won't show life signs if the real-time clock
is DOA. Also, how was the laptop shut down from its last use? If left in 'sleep' or 'hibernation' mode too long, it could have shut down or lost its
restart cache. Check the owner's manual on reset of those modes. The laptop suddently and abruptly shut down while watching a video file. It
doesn't even turn on any LED's when plugged in, so I doubt it's something as 'high level' as the BIOS. I have since my last post tested the
motherboard while plugged in, and there are no 3. At the moment my suspicions lie on the charging control circuits and the mosfets nearby, still, it
would be great to have a proper schematic or layout to know what I'm doing The laptop suddenly and abruptly shut down while watching a video
file. That indicates a possible overheat problem for the CPU or GPU if separate. The CPU has thermal limiters in the die, to throttle back when it
gets too warm.. If the heat sink and cooling system was not up to par, then a possible cause. The logo on them should be a white or silver color.
Have noted some replacement E89382 motherboards listed from a search. » » All times are UTC - 8 hours Who is online Users browsing this
forum: No registered users and 3 guests You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your
posts in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum Search for: Jump to:.

The Mother Board
The logo on them should be a white or silver color. Check the owner's manual on reset of those modes. This is a laptop motherboard, I'm trying to
fix it and some schematics would be great The laptop is a Medion Akoya P6648, it doesn't turn on at all so I can't get any BIOS id string. It
doesn't even turn on any LED's when plugged in, so I doubt it's something as 'high level' as the BIOS. When was the last time the BIOS battery
was changed? I have since my last post tested the motherboard while plugged in, and there are no 3. I dissasembled the thing and I think this text
that I found on the board should identify it but I haven't found any schematics: HannStar J MV-4 E89382 94V-0 C15B Main Board REV: 2. That
battery may be a rechargeable type, not needing replacement. » » All times are UTC - 8 hours Who is online Users browsing this forum: No
registered users and 3 guests You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this
forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum Search for: Jump to:. And hannstar j mv 4 94v 0
e89382 schematics systems won't show life signs if the real-time clock is DOA. That indicates a possible overheat problem for the CPU or GPU if
separate. But there also is a 'sleep' battery that keeps the OS in memory when not active. Also, how was the laptop shut down from its last use?
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Check the owner's manual on reset of those modes. The laptop suddently and abruptly shut down while watching a video file. When was the last
time the BIOS battery was changed. But there also is a 'sleep' battery that keeps the OS in memory when not active. It doesn't even turn on any
LED's when plugged in, so I doubt it's something as 'high level' as the BIOS. And many systems won't show life signs if the real-time clock is
DOA. The real-time clock may stop if the BIOS battery is dead. Also, how was the laptop shut down from its last use?.

The Mother Board
I dissasembled the thing and I think this text that I found on the board should identify it but I haven't found any schematics: HannStar J MV-4
E89382 94V-0 C15B Main Board REV: 2. The real-time clock may stop if the BIOS battery is dead. The logo on them should be a white or
silver color.

That indicates a possible overheat problem for the CPU or GPU if separate. This is a laptop motherboard, I'm trying to fix it and some schematics
would be great The laptop is a Medion Akoya P6648, it doesn't turn on at all so I can't get any BIOS id string. Medion Akoya P6648, it doesn't
turn on at all. The logo on them should be a white or silver color. Most laptops have three, one being the main power battery. Have noted some
replacement E89382 motherboards listed from a search. Also, how was the laptop shut down from its last use. If left in 'sleep' or 'hibernation'
mode too long, it could have shut down or lost its restart cache. Check the owner's manual on reset of those modes.

